Indian Govt invites fresh bids for strategic Zojila tunnel project

The government has invited fresh bids for construction of 14.15-km long tunnel across Zojila Pass for all-year connectivity between Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh union territories. Get latest Infrastructure online at cnbctv18.com

Ussimaa Regional Council votes to restrict Tallinn tunnel options

Final Koralm Tunnel breakthrough celebrated

The final breakthrough on Austria’s 33km long Koralm Tunnel has been celebrated. PORR is building the third construction lot “KAT3” that involves the construction of twin north and south tubes, with a combined length of 21km. The contract on this major railway project is worth €297M.
Developers say it will add years to the Tallinn tunnel project to build through the centre of Helsinki, where there haven’t been full feasibility studies carried out yet.

Major contract announced for Oslo water supply

A single contract has been presented to the market for construction of the new 19km long raw water supply tunnel for Oslo, the capital city of Norway.

CERN approves 62-mile long, $23 billion successor to Large Hadron Collider

The European Organization for Nuclear Research, better known as Cern, has approved plans for the FCC, which would allow physicists to study the Higgs boson with more precision, learn more about dark...
Drilling started for second geothermal well for Trias Westland in the Netherlands

Geothermal energy at a depth of 2.3 kilometers makes sustainable heat available for another 30 companies (a total of 56 companies) and 345 homes in Liermolen, Netherlands with the start of drilling of a second well for Trias Westland in the Netherlands.

$130m funding support for Oman Tunnels Project

Residents of Nairobi City County are set to benefit from phase one of the Northern collector tunnel

Metro Tunnel TBMs roll on – Melbourne
Strategic partnership: The carriageway is co-financed by a $130 million Opec Fund public sector loan and the Sultanate’s government

Four bidders interested in Malta-Gozo tunnel project

When the first phase of the tendering process for the Malta-Gozo tunnel closed on Thursday, the government received four submissions

HS2 Euston three tunnels renderings revealed following court victory

The scheme involves three large tunnels which will run from Euston station to link it with the HS2 line. The renderings show that two tunnels will run